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Abstract: In the paper we present how g-Eclipse can be used for easy running computation on Grid resources. The g-Eclipse project is
an EU-founded project that aims to build an integrated workbench framework to access the power of existing Grid infrastructures. The
g-Eclipse framework provides a general, integrated workbench toolset for Grid users, operators and developers. It is very useful for
inexperienced users to interact with Grid resources independently of the underlying Grid middleware. The Grid abstraction enables Grid
users to access the Grid in a desktop-like manner with wizards specified for common use cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The growing computational requirements for modern
applications are approching the limit where it very often
cannot be fulfilled by a single organization. In Europe there
are numerous Grid projects focusing on different applications, communities and technologies. The majority of
the efforts were put on the preparation of working Grid
infrastructure; implying simplicity and user friendliness
were not the priority. As a result, Grids were not widely
accepted, because the command line interface to the Grid
required some knowledge about the underlying Grid
mechanisms. It was not a problem in the beginning of the
Grid era when most users of the Grid were involved in its
creation and configuration. The Grid proved its usefulness
for many application areas and the number of potential
users is increasing rapidly. To support new, inexperienced
users, user-friendly interfaces to the Grid are required.

The most popular Grid infrastructure in Europe is
EGEE [1], which brings together scientists and engineers
from more than 240 institutions in 45 countries world-wide
to provide a seamless Grid infrastructure for e-Science that
is available to scientists 24 hours-a-day. EGEE is using
gLite middleware which provides a bleeding-edge, best-ofbreed framework for building Grid applications tapping
into the power of distributed computing and storage
resources across the Internet. The most popular way of
using gLite [2] middleware is to use command lines from
the dedicated access machine. This way of using Grid is
not simple and some effort was put to prepare the Genius
Grid portal [3]. Other projects like GridLab [4], Deisa [5],
UNICORE [6] also started with command line interfaces
and in the later phase Grid portals were prepared.
Currently, portals tend to be the standard way of accessing Grid resources. However, usually they are targeted
to the specific Grid infrastructure or even the specific Grid
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application. To simplify the process of preparing portals for
specific usage (e.g. for specific scientific community),
some portal development kits vere devised, like GridSphere
[7]. Using the same portal technology has a positive effect
that many portals have similar user interface and users do
not need to learn it when they start to use new portal.
Recently some effort was put to specify a standard for
building the Grid portals.
g-Eclipse is more than a tool for accessing Grid and has
much more functionality that those provided by Grid
portals. g-Eclipse is an integrated Grid environment for
Grid users, Grid operators, and Grid developers. In the later
part of the paper we present the general overview of g-Eclipse and its architecture. We focus on g-Eclipse parts related to Grid computing, which is accessing Grid resources
and developing Grid applications.
II. g-ECLIPSE OVERVIEW
The g-Eclipse is an integrated workbench framework to
access the power of existing Grid infrastructures. The framework is built on top of the reliable eco-system of the
Eclipse community to enable a sustainable development
and to benefit from synergy effects arising from the use of
the widely spread Eclipse [8] platform. The product allows
to access Grid resources, to manage Grid resources and to
support the development cycle of new Grid applications.
The g-Eclipse framework is based on a middleware-independent model and provides a graphical user interface
build upon this model. By extensively using the Eclipse extension mechanism in combination with object-oriented design patterns, the framework can be easily extended by
middleware-specific implementations. The result of this
approach is a common user interface for all potential middleware in order to lower the threshold for scientific and
industrial applications to be used on a Grid.
In its first project year, g-Eclipse provided the middleware-independent architecture and an exemplary implementation for the gLite middleware based on it. This implementation directly enables the use of already existing
large Grid infrastructures such as EGEE or int.eu.grid. In
the second project year another implementation of this architecture for the GRIA [9] middleware will be provided in
order to prove the middleware-independent concept of the
g-Eclipse model.
The g-Eclipse project directly supports three different
user roles, Grid application users, Grid operators and Grid
application developers. Grid application users are able to
access the Grid with standardized but customizable userfriendly interfaces. Grid operators can reduce the cost of
operation as the complexity of the Grid will be reduced
with the supporting tools. Grid application developers are
empowered to speed up the development cycle of new Grid
applications. g-Eclipse tools are organized in so called
perspectives, and the three provided perspectives correspond to the three Grid roles. Each perspective contains

a predefined set of tools, but can be customised for specific
users’ needs.
In the context of Grid computing it seems probable that
the majority of end-users will use g-Eclipse as a graphical
tool within the Eclipse workbench. These users only get in
direct contact with the UI contributions of g-Eclipse that
hides the complexity of subjacent core features. Therefore,
g-Eclipse provides a reliable and intuitive graphical interface that is conformant to the Eclipse user interface
guidelines. The second group of end-users may use g-Eclipse as a framework in the sense of an API. They want to
create their own applications based on the core functionalities rather than on the UI components. For g-Eclipse it
means that we have to design a sophisticated, but at the
same time manageable, API.
g-Eclipse is build on the Eclipse Platform, which is
probably the most successful integration platform currently
available. The development of Eclipse was started by IBM
in the late 1990s and then handed over to the nonprofit
Eclipse Foundation [8], to be managed as an open-source
platform. Its design follows the standards set by the Object
Management Group [10] that supports the interoperability
between enterprise applications. The Eclipse platform is
freely licensed and open source. The power of Eclipse lies
in the common platform that it provides into which different multi-vendor tools can be integrated. Eclipse was designed for extensions from the very beginning and all
Eclipse components and plug-ins are built for re-use. Anyone can write plug-ins for Eclipse and can have them work
directly with any other plug-in for the platform. Eclipse’s
success is attributable to this capability and to the Eclipse
open-source license, which allows developers to have easy
and free-of-charge access to the source code. This will allow them to modify it and innovate quickly to meet user
needs. Eclipse is also experiencing strong adoption in the
research area as an ideal platform for research, as it allows
the user to concentrate on the research subject, instead of
creating the basic infrastructure. The rich set of open
source extensions (>500 at the time of writing) available
from the Eclipse community can provide an additional
benefit to research projects. With all these features, Eclipse
is a perfect base on which to build an integrated Grid environment.
The most popular usage of Eclipse is Java and C++ Integrated Development Environment. It is commonly used
by programmers around the world. But Eclipse is used as
integration platform also for many other products like
personal information managers, stock exchange analysis
and other. A lot of plug-ins are available for Eclipse and
they can be installed individually depending on users’
needs. Example plug-ins include collaboration tools, development support tools, mail clients and many other.
Eclipse-based products are already used by many people,
and installing g-Eclipse is just updating the current
Eclipse with g-Eclipse plug-ins by pointing the Eclipse
Update Manager to g-Eclipse update site. As g-Eclipse
keeps the Eclipse style and look-and-feel, working with
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the Grid is easy and intuitive for people already familiar
with Eclipse-based products.
III. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE
In order to provide a common interface for accessing
local and remote resources, the g-Eclipse framework offers
a mechanism for accessing and managing both local elements, i.e. local files and folders, and Grid elements, i.e. either local or remote Grid resources. This abstraction layer
is called the Grid Model. It is responsible for providing basic interfaces and classes that may be extended by specific
middleware implementations. Moreover, it provides standard and abstract implementations for common types of resources, for instance, local files or standard containers that
may contain other resources. This makes it easy for developers to build their specific implementations upon the Grid
model. To add support for specific Grid middleware it is
enough to implement some interfaces. The g-Eclipse architecture is presented in Fig. 1.

g-Eclipse
Implementation Layer
(Middleware)

Abstraction Layer
Core

UI

Eclipse Platform

Fig. 2. Example contents of Grid Project View

able for this VO. g-Eclipse can support many Grid infrastructures by the set of middleware dependent plug-ins. VO
implementation plug-in is one of the central plug-ins. It
provides middleware-dependent authentication to the Grid
using specific implementation of Abstract Authentication
Tokens, and provides the list of available services. For
simple Grid infrastructures which do not use the concept of
VO we defined generic VO which does not provide user
authentication. It provides only a manually added list of
services. A sample Dialog defining VO is shown in Fig. 3.

Eclipse Extension Point

Fig. 1. g-Eclipse architecture

The central point for a user to access Grid resources
from within g-Eclipse is the Grid project (see Fig. 2). Every
time a user wants to work on the Grid, a Grid project has to
be created. Each Grid Project has similar structure and
groups all currently used resources. There can be userdefined resources like job descriptions, submitted jobs or
open connections to remote file systems. The Grid project
also allows for easy access to Grid services connected with
this project, like resource brokers, information systems or
storage systems. The set of available resources is determined by the Virtual Organization chosen for the project.
In the Grid world Virtual Organization is the central authorization point for accessing Grid resources. g-Eclipse
uses an even more enhanced concept of VO which is not
only the authorization point, but also the central information point providing information about all resources avail-

Fig. 3. VO Definition Dialog
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The g-Eclipse architecture is designed to simplify the
way of interacting with Grid resources. Users interact with
Grid using user-friendly graphical wizards and editors.
They should not need to deal with details like the syntax of
the job description language, specific steps needed to do
some complex actions or details of the authentication process.

g-Eclipse prompts users if an action is necessary (e.g. authentication is required) and in case of errors presents possible hints and solutions for the problem, independently of
reporting problem of the underlying middleware (see
Fig. 4).

IV. GRID-USER PERSPECTIVE

Fig. 4. Example Error dialog

The Grid User Perspective (see Fig. 5) is one of the g-Eclipse perspectives that groups tools for the specific needs of
Grid users. It offers a simple way for Grid users to interact
with Grid resources. The most common interactions of
a Grid user are the submission and monitoring of computational jobs and the management of data within a Grid
infrastructure.
The User Perspective provides extensions on top of
Eclipse that respect the common Eclipse guidelines; this
means it contains separate views and editors for different
functionalities. These functionalities are served by a set of
tools, implemented as component-orientated Eclipse plugins that integrate seamlessly with other views and editors
which will be integrated in the g-Eclipse Grid User
Perspective. The elements of the User Perspective will now
be presented.

Fig. 5. General view of g-Eclipse User Perspective
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IV.1. Grid Job Submission Management
The submission of Grid jobs includes some standard
steps such as the selection of the executable, the definition
of the input parameters and input data and the definition of
the output data. The g-Eclipse User Perspective provides
tools that support the Grid user through the various steps of
the job submission procedure. The Grid job submission
tool can be re-used and customized by any particular Grid
application to execute a computational job on Grid resources. To submit a job to the Grid, first a job description
must be created. The most general and middleware-independent job description format is currently the Job
Submission Definition Language (JSDL) [11] which is defined by the OGF group. JSDL is the main job description
language used in g-Eclipse, although other job description
formats can be used as well. An example of this is the
Resource Specification Language (RSL) [12] which is used
to define Globus jobs. If the middleware does not support
JSDL job description, then the responsible plug-ins
transparently transforms a JSDL job description to a middleware native description. This is now done for gLite
which supports the Job Definition Language (JDL) [13]
only. JSDL is transformed to JDL automatically before the
job is submitted.
The JSDL wizard is used to create JSDL files. The
wizard asks for the most important JSDL parameters and
creates the JSDL file. The file can later be edited using the
JSDL multi-page editor.
In this way users can submit a simple executable and
pass all necessary parameters for it. For more advanced
applications the standard wizard can be enhanced with
application-defined wizard pages. This can be used to ask
the user about application-specific parameters in a more
user-friendly way than just command-line arguments, e.g.
check for parameter correctness, warn about erroneous
values, use lists, combo boxes and sliders, etc. Such an
advanced wizard should be prepared by an application
developer or integrator, and be provided as an additional
plug-in or XML file. Resulting JSDL file can be than
edited using multi-page editor that assists the user in
editing a document by grouping together common parts of
the document in one tab and also provide instruction and
information about the fields/properties/text that can be
edited in that specific tab. Again, this provide a higher level
of abstraction for the user compared to editing a pure xml
file. In addition to simplify the task of creating and editing
a JSDL file, the JSDL multi-page editor also helps in
creating a well-formed document with a structure that is
verified. As a result, the user is given error messages when
she has entered invalid data into fields.
IV.2. Grid Job Monitoring
Access to a large number of Grid resources allows the
Grid user to execute many, but slightly different jobs at the
same time to compare their results. The g-Eclipse Grid
User Perspective provides a user-friendly and intuitive tool
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to monitor and control these jobs on-line. A list of jobs is
presented to the user containing fundamental information
about each of them, such as the date of submission, current
status and other common values. More details will be displayed on-demand for selected jobs.
The Grid job monitoring view shows a list of all currently existing jobs with some properties about each of
them, such as the job name and status. The list can be
filtered by status, date, job directory, hosts etc. Another
view shows all information about a specific job. It includes
all the status information that is available from the Grid
middleware. e.g. status history, job description etc.
Another way of presenting standard job information is
via the usage of the standard PropertyDialog, which shows
properties for any GridElement in the Grid project tree.
IV.3. Grid File Management
Files containing data are distributed in the Grid and
replica management layer controls access to them. The users
of Grid resources would prefer a similar method of accessing
the files to the way they access files on their personal computer. Moreover, there are various replica managers for
different middleware (some, like gLite, have more than one).
g-Eclipse's task is to present a consistent `look and feel' to
the user. The g-Eclipse User Perspective provides methods
that enable Grid users to access an abstract storage space. It
contains a unified view to different types of storage, such as
Storage Elements, GridFTP, DPM implementation of GridFTP or Storage Resource Manager (SRM) resources and
local media, such as hard disk and removable media (CD,
DVD, USB memory sticks).
The g-Eclipse data management subsystem hides lowlevel details about the file systems. The user deals with
high level operations only – create directory, copy file,
remove file, copy directory etc.
Common user actions such as drag & drop or copy &
paste are supported as well. File transfers that would take
a long time can be put into the background to avoid blocking
the user interface. Except for a small time delay, users
should notice no difference between remote and local file
systems.
Because of good integration with the Eclipse platform,
g-Eclipse is able to utilize third-party implementations of
file systems. g-Eclipse exploits the core Eclipse File
System (EFS) API and therefore, any file system which
was developed to work with the Eclipse Platform will also
work with g-Eclipse.
The Grid is composed of distributed, heterogeneous
resources. Transferring data between different nodes involves the use of several tools. In g-Eclipse, these tools are
selected automatically. Scientists and engineers can focus
on their task rather than on which tools to use.
Easy use is the highest priority for g-Eclipse. Earlier,
users had to remember not only a lot of information, but
also the location of the information. g-Eclipse utilizes the
BDII information system in the background, so that the user
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Fig. 6. Example visualisation

is able to browse the Grid and its storage elements without
knowledge about its addresses or configuration. But
advanced or experienced users can work with this raw data,
if they find it more useful.
IV.4. Grid Visualization
The Grid allows complex calculations of any kind for
Grid users and scientists. The presentation of the results of
such calculations is another challenging task. In many
scientific domains, the graphical visualisation of these
results will provide the scientists and engineers with
a deeper insight into the problem and its solutions.
Therefore the integration of a user-friendly and interactive
visualisation tool in a general integrated Grid environment
is addressed by the g-Eclipse Grid User Perspective.
For this task, the g-Eclipse project builds upon the well
known Open Source Visualization Toolkit (vtk) by Kitware
[14]. This has the advantage that scientists who are already
used to doing their visualization with this widely used toolkit
only need very little learning efforts to perform their
visualization tasks interactively on the Grid using g-Eclipse.
Depending on the trade-off between the size of the data
to be visualized and the computing rendering power of
a user's desktop, g-Eclipse offers two different ways of performing the visualization, which should be usable transparently in the future. One is to move the data to the client
host running g-Eclipse using the integrated data management of the platform and performing local rendering with

the g-Eclipse vtk client. The other is to find a machine
close to the data on the Grid offering remote rendering
functionality being advertised in the information system
and the usage of the native vtk-gvid applications. The
former makes sense for small datasets and more powerful
machines, the latter for large datasets where powerful
hardware-based remote rendering is available.
In the first release, remote rendering with GVID[15] is
available. The application needs to implement the vtkbased visualisation and needs to be linked with the GVID
vtk libraries. Being submitted to a Grid site being prepared
appropriately, offering off-screen hardware rendering functionality, the user can then transparently use an application
being rendered remotely, only interacting with a video stream
using the g-Eclipse GVID client. Fig. 6. shows a screenshot
of a vtk demo application.
IV.5. Grid Command Console
Sometimes experienced users would like to access Grid
computers directly. The g-Eclipse Grid command console
provides a low-level interface to Grid-based resources.
Similarly to the command line interface on standard
desktop workstations, a user may need to access, inspect
and steer resources in the Grid environment using a normal
shell access. A command console is now implemented with
two protocols: SSH and gLogin. The SSH console is just
the standard secure shell using standard authorization.
gLogin offers ssh-like shell access to remote machines
based on X.509 user credentials for authentication and the
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same features such as port-forwarding and X11 tunneling.
Even if the idea of having such functionality in the Grid
looks very straightforward, it has not been foreseen from
the beginning and therefore had to be developed by tricking
the first middleware. The same functionality offering
interactive shell access is also used to offer a generic
interactive tunnel into the Grid being used by many parts of
g-Eclipse, e.g. remote debugging or the GVID component.
V. GRID DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE
The g-Eclipse Developer Perspective contains very
high-level features to support developers developing for
Grids working through the full development cycle of their
applications. This includes support for preparing Grid
applications, and debugging applications remotely.
V.1. Grid Application Development and Debugging
Tools for C++ and Java
Supporting the Application Development Cycle on the
Grid using g-Eclipse is projected in two parts. The first
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idea is to support developers using g-Eclipse with the same
type of tooling they are used to when developing for their
desktop using their favourite Integrated Development
Environment (IDE). The second idea is to support their
work by providing wizards for creating stubs and templates
as a basis for developing applications that can utilize Grid
middleware functionality on an API basis or even more
sophisticated – developing extensions to the g-Eclipse platform itself.
The first set of tooling is already quite complete and
usable. It is integrated in the first release of g-Eclipse and
outlined briefly in the following paragraphs. The project
has identified support for developing C/C++ and Java
applications in its scope of work, both of which are already
very well supported within the Eclipse Platform through
CDT (the C/C++ Development Tooling) and JDT (the Java
Development Tooling). This includes editing, building and
graphical debugging. So the main idea has not been to reinvent a full set of tools for developing for the Grid, but
instead to find mechanisms to interface the existing tooling
to operate locally on a user's machine with the Grid. This is
currently achieved by creating application-transparent

Fig. 7. Remote debugging of MPI application on Grid
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interactive communication channels using the g-Eclipse
gLogin plugin for accessing remote resources and interfacing locally built & remotely deployed binaries with the
local workbench and its debugging facility.
The g-Eclipse way to build and run or debug applications with CDT or JDT is to edit the source files in the
corresponding development perspective of Eclipse and then
to create so called ”launch configurations”. These automatically deploy the locally built binaries to the respective
Grid resource, launch them and connect the local workbench to the remotely running instance through the
interactive connection to the Grid. The same functionality
is available for Java projects as well and is handled for that
case in a similar way. In the case of C/C++ applications, gEclipse additionally supports the development of parallel
applications using the message passing interface (MPI)
[16] programming paradigm and the same concept of
having special launch configuration for running on the Grid
utilizing the interactive gLogin communication channel.
Figure 7 shows a simple parallel (MPI) application
being debugged, running on a Grid computing node. The

only way this view differs from a normal Eclipse CDT
debugging view is the way processes are launched through
the g-Eclipse Launch Configuration and how the graphical
debugging frontend is connected through gLogin to the
debugging backends on the Grid.
V.2. Grid Application Deployment Tools
When the application is prepared, compiled and tested
locally, it must be deployed on the Grid to share it with
other users. For some Grid infrastructures it may require
a special permission. Application deployment using g-Eclipse is split into two separate parts. The first one is
the definition of a generalised User Interface (UI) frontend
that enables the deployer to select the resources to deploy,
the targets where these resources should be deployed and
an optional deployment tag. As soon as these deployment
parameters are fixed, the second part becomes operative.
This is the actual deployment process.
The deployment process itself can be either represented
by a shallow middleware-independent operation or by a high-

Fig. 8. Example workflow definition
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ly specialised middleware dependent operation. The first one
makes use of the core functionalities for mounting remote
filesystems and for transfering data between the local installation and these remote targets. In that sense the deployment process is equivalent to a simple copy of the resources
that have to be deployed to one or more target systems.
In order to make a clean application deployment to the
Grid, one has to use the middleware-specific mechanisms
to upload files and to register these files as application(s).
This is then made available for the users of the Grid on the
corresponding computing elements by the middleware.
Within the g-Eclipse framework, these deployment
techniques may not be implemented by the core itself but
by a specific middleware extension. The framework itself
again provides a common UI to the deployer and the
possibility to choose among all registered deployment tools
in order to start a deployment process.
V.3. Graphical Grid Workflow Builder
The part of g-Eclipse providing support for workflows has
two distinct components - a graphical editor to create & edit
workflows and the execution management part. A workflow
model was defined and a graphical editor was created on the
basis of this model. Currently, this editor allows the creation
of workflows by the addition of workflow jobs and links
between them. The description of a workflow composed in
the g-Eclipse Worklow Editor (See Fig. 8) can be saved to a
file. At the moment it is in an XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) format. In order to support other workflow description
languages, it is envisaged to provide an `Export to' and
`Import from' functionality. This would allow users to export
their workflows created in g-Eclipse to formats supported by
various workflow engines. As the Grid middleware chosen
for the first year of the g-Eclipse Project is gLite, work on an
export funtionality to the Job Description Language (JDL) is
ongoing. In JDL, a workflow is represented as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG). Hence, the current workflow model
used in g-Eclipse does not support loops.
V.4. Grid Application Monitoring
From the Developers' Perspective, Application Monitoring is split into two different levels of granularity.
Coarse-grained Application Monitoring concerns the
tracking of submitted jobs' status which is already addressed through the g-Eclipse job-status plug-in. Fine-grained
Application Monitoring, on the other hand, involves
fetching of the status of remotely running process(-es) at
the Operating System level. The latter allows selecting
processes and resources from the context menu in the Grid
Project View and is implemented in a separate plug-in.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
g-Eclipse is a user-friendly environment for accessing
Grid resources. It can support a wide range of potential
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Grid users, from Grid newbies to application developer
experts. It has proved to be a very useful tool for accessing
Grid resources. Currently the supported Grid infrastructures are gLite and Globus. Support for GRIA is started and
this will be the first usage of g-Eclipse in industry. g-Eclipse is based on the open Eclipse platform founded by
IBM. The usefulness and significance of g-Eclipse were
noticed by the Eclipse Foundation and terefore became an
official Eclipse technology project. As a result g-Eclipse is
an open source project and the sources are public and
available for the g-Eclipse community, which can easily
add support for other Grid middleware.
g-Eclipse is a valuable tool that can be used by all Grid
users for their daily work. As it does not require deep Grid
knowledge, it is really suitable for inexperienced users that
would just like to run their computations on the Grid
without lerning its complexity.
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